
DISCUSSING YOUR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

the "Social Contract" (whatever) 

submitted ago by Soundguy21 

As a mid 20's America man what did i inherent with this "Social Contract" ? 

1. A Montary system that is corrupt to the core and is actively being used to enslave me and the 
rest of the world. 

2. A degrading culture that is being eroded by political correctness, neo-marxism, modern 
feminism, pornography, SJW's and the destruction of the family.

3. A corrupt media and press that is intentionally shaping and acclerating the death of the my 
culture for there ideological aims.

4. A government and culture that tolerates mass-survaliance and censorship of ideas that the 
establishment doesn't like. 

5. A history that is full of lies and told in a way to make me feel guilty for the world's problem's, 
while ignoring the barbaric actions of other races and rulers.( With absolutely no mention of the 
atrocties committed by the advancing Soviet army, and little mention of the mass genocide 
committed under Stalin's rule, or any other genocide other than the "Holocaust" and the Indians.
)

6. Continuous warfare with two aims, the impoverisment of the middle class and to force the 
compliance of small states that don't follow the establishment's rules. 

7. Being forced to tolorate unlimited migration that reahapes the ethnicity of my country and 
further degrades and fractures my culture.

8. The requirement to pay for the debit of the previous 3 generation's

As this contract offer's me almost no benefits and very little room for advancement, I think it's time we 
renegotiated this contract as a society. It's obvious to anyone observent that our votes and our elections 
are meaningless. So how do we take back the wheel and reshape our future? 

The truth is that a "modern" society is one that fails the massies but is instead structured to massively 
favor the success of the top .25%. Don't get me wrong there must always be a High,a middle and a poor
for socitey to function in remotely productive manner. 

The problem is system of overthrow has been virtually forzen for at least the past 90 years and the 
current "High" has become abusive and started to erode the middle in an attempt to make only 2 
classes. Instead of middle rising up and over throwing the High in order to take there place. 

The current "High" has used technology like the mainstream media,Fiat currency, and the Atomic 
Bomb to freeze the system of overthrow and live off the lower classes like a parasite. Those of us in the
middle and poor need to band together and find a way to break this system of control and overthrow the
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"High". We should do this before the current "High" fully freezes the system. If we fail the only option 
afterwards becomes violance and that's one hell of a dice roll. 

Im not sure how we take back control, but if we don't the results will be disasterous.
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[–] CrustyBeaver52 6 points (+6|-0) ago  

I've put a lot of thought into exactly this subject matter - like 40 years worth - so here are some 
thoughts I'll contribute:

There has always been a hierarchy and there has always been corruption - regardless of the system in 
effect at the moment - these things seem to be inherent in human affairs. Utopian visions of 
overcoming such inherent nature are always offered as justification for change - change, which, if 
successful, inevitably results in a new boss replacing the old boss.

One point I also wish to cover is the idea of the massiveness of these systems that are currently in 
effect. We are not going to unilaterally change the financial system, the money printing, the fiat, etc, on
our own - no matter our politics. These systems have a history of reaching an eventual collapse on their
own, followed by a period of regrowth, and the cycle repeats itself.

You shall always face oppression from one government or another - even in an anarchy - the local gang
lord becomes the oppressor. Should you become so enterprising as to become that gang lord yourself - 
then you are always being undermined and attacked not only from other outside forces, but also from 
within your own organization by your own minions. There is no safe space.

This has led me to adopt the position, the policy, if you will, of independence. Independence becomes 
the beacon, the goal, the purpose of your efforts. The idea here is to become, as much as possible, as 
independent from the system as you can. It is the dependence upon society's systems that has the 
greatest hold over you, and provides the greatest restrictions upon your freedom. When these larger 
systems change, you can suddenly find yourself high and dry - and in great peril, precisely because you
have been or become dependent upon them for your own survival.

Nowhere is this dependence greater than in a major city - because when the systems there break down, 
the situation can quickly spiral out of control.

Take water, for example, relying upon city water leaves you exposed to whatever chemicals they are 
adding to it - which is bad - and if it ever stops, like in a hurricane, then you are in real trouble.
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Income is another area. If you work for others, you are always dependent upon their success and good 
grace, and leaving such a situation on short notice carries a significant, and often unexpected, price.

Electricity is another example - tied to the grid, you are tied to changes in the price - and almost 
powerless (pun) to change it yourself.

So you see, the more independent you can become from aspects of the system, the greater your 
security, and the greater your personal freedom. I am not saying to leave society and become a hermit. I
am saying to set yourself up so you are not depending on your pension fund to feed you and keep the 
lights on in your old age - because if the fiat does decide to collapse at that time, you will be too old to 
do anything about it but die.

• permalink 

[–] SquarebobSpongebutt 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

The "social contract" is bullshit. Somehow, just because you are born, you owe everyone in the world 
something. Even Apple would not try to sneak that shit into their terms and conditions. 

• permalink 

[–] Soundguy21 [S] 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

I agree it's bullshit, but if I don't adhear to it, they will put a gun to my head and tell me to pay up

• permalink 

• parent 

[–] SquarebobSpongebutt 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

The problem is that almost everyone agrees that some taxation is a necessary evil. There are shared 
items it makes sense for all to pay for, like military, police, fire departments, courts, and other shared 
items. But once you agree that taxes are pretty much required for paying for military, you suddenly are 
expected to agree that paying for someone else to have a sex change is also necessary. Instead of 
restricting it to things that are directly for the benefit of all and only those things, we have to pay for 
anything that might benefit anyone at all. Huge fucking difference. 

• permalink 

• parent 

[–] neomadic 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

I took back control by developing a lifestyle that's not dependent upon the slavery systems. It looks a 
lot like primitive hunter gatherer life, but with the waste of civilization as a resource that makes things 
much easier. Most are too devolved to live freely though so things will likely get much worse before 
they get better. Three choices. Embed in the system, try to rise to the top, and naively hope it doesn't eat
you. Become independent of the system and live a free and fun life until the collapse. Stick your head 
back in the sand and prepare your anus.
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• permalink 

[–] ExotericUnknown 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

We are entering a new age now, in which we are all on an equal platform for engagement with a mass 
audience. With the right nous, you don't need a budget to reach millions of people, quite literally. We 
all have the opportunity to forge the influence we desire, if we are willing to invest the time and effort.

The key, I hear, is learning that the universe is abundant and there is enough for all. The main thing 
which holds us back, is ourself. 

• permalink 

[–] neomadic 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

We started dysevolution by domesticating plants and we'll likely exterminate our species, soon, by 
domesticating each other. 

Civilization was a mistake.

https://www.hooktube.com/watch?v=3hx-G1uhRqA 

• permalink 

[–] onemealperday 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

There is no social contract. Only a contractual government would operate under contracts. 
Volunteerism is the only ethical system.

• permalink 

[–] neomadic 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Once it becomes a "system" is it still volunteer? Nature's laws are the only ethical laws. They happen to
also be the only unbreakable laws, and the only laws that can govern a truly free and sustainable 
lifestyle. The hunter gatherers have it figured out.
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